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PC/104 technology questions and answers
Since the PC/104 Embedded Consortium
gets a lot of inquiries about PC/104 technology, I decided to publish a few of the
questions and answers to help others who
may have the same questions.

host CPU. PCI/104-Express has one additional feature: The card can use a PCIe
packet switch to replace the link designers
are using, thereby increasing the number
of cards in the stack.

Let me start with a couple of general questions we often receive: Can I use PC/104
for an avionics application? Does anyone
make a [insert your favorite device] in
PC/104 architecture? What types of enclosures are available for PC/104? To answer
these types of questions, we direct people
to the product section of the PC/104
Consortium website, www.pc104.org.

Where can we find timing specs for
the buses?
The PC/104 Consortium recommends the
following books and specifications:

Here are a few more specific frequently
asked questions.
How many cards can I put in a PC/104,
PC/104-Plus, or PCI/104-Express stack?
Like the ISA specification, the PC/104
specification does not have a limit on the
number of cards in the stack. Although I
have heard a typical number of six, I have
seen systems with as many as 12 cards
operate successfully. It really depends
on the drive strength of the CPU and the
loads on the peripheral cards. System
problems can generally be traced to
boards that don’t follow good engineering practices.
Unlike the ISA specification, the PCI
specification has very specific limits
for the number of cards on the bus. The
PCI implementation on PC/104-Plus and
PCI-104 has a limit of four cards in addition to the host CPU. This is due to the
PCI load specification and enforced by the
fact that the bus only has four DEVSEL
signals. Cards have switches to select
which of the four slots they occupy.
PCI/104-Express supports x1 PCI Express
(PCIe) boards, USB 2.0 boards, and PCIe
x16, which can be used as x8 or x4 with
host support. The bus can have one x16
PCIe, four x1 PCIe, and two USB. While
these can be in any sequence, it is good
practice to keep the x16 PCIe close to the
6 / Summer 2010 PC/104 and Small Form Factors

ISA and EISA Theory and Operation
by Edward Solari
ISA System Architecture by
MindShare, Inc.
PCI and PCI-X Hardware and
Software (Architecture and Design
Library) by Edward Solari
PCI System Architecture by
MindShare, Inc.
PCI Local Bus Specification
Revision 2.2 by the PCI-SIG.
Contact the PCI-SIG office for the
latest revision of the PCI specification
(e-mail: administration@pcisig.com,
website: www.pcisig.com).
Should a CPU provide power for all
cards on the bus?
Obviously, system power must come from
somewhere. The PC/104 specifications
define +3.3 V, +5 V, -5 V, +5 V standby,
+12 V, and -12 V power on the various
buses. It is rare for a PC/104-compliant
CPU to supply any power due to its limited size; however, an EPIC or EBX board
can pass through the power from an external ATX power supply to the other boards
in the stack. A compliant CPU is typically
coupled with a PC/104 power supply
board that supplies system power.
In practice, the power required in the
system is determined by the cards in the
system. Many cards operate on +5 V only,
while others require all of the supplies or a
subset of the supplies. Designing a system
with less than all of the supplies requires
that designers select the appropriate supply
and know all of the boards in the system
as well as their power requirements.

Why does the connector show
a variance of the depth it can be
plugged in, but the standoffs get
very little flexibility?
The board stack-up drawing should have
tolerances in it. The standoffs are a fixed
size. Variance in connector dimensions
allows connectors from many companies to be used with the standoff. PC/104
connectors are specifically designed
for 0.600" standoffs. All of the PC/104
Consortium’s specifications include the
standoff as 0.600" ± 0.005".
Why is the thread of the standoffs on
the PC-104 multiboard stacks 4-40 and
not metric?
The specification does not define a thread
for the standoffs. The standoffs are 4-40
because the specification was originated in
the U.S. and the thread, like all other measurements, was in U.S. dimensions.
Should the mounting holes be
grounded?
The PC/104 specification does not require
that the mounting holes be connected to
digital, analog, earth, chassis, or any
other ground. It also does not prevent the
mounting holes from being connected
to ground. This is left to the system
integrator/end user.
The bottom line is that some PC/104
manufacturers ground them, others leave
them unconnected, and others provide
an option to ground them. Because the
issue of grounding the pads was never
addressed or specified, then it needs to
remain undefined.
PC/104 Consortium
916-270-2016
INFO PCORGsWWWPCORG

SUMIT is a winner
How do we know we got it right? That
question is frequently asked when companies evaluate the market response to
new product introductions. It’s also a
question that members of an industry
trade group might ask with respect to new
industry standards that break new technical ground, a question that is especially
important when there are competing
standards to drive the next generation of
stackable technologies.
There are multiple ways to evaluate this
question, but they do not all carry the
same weight. Certainly, the amount of
information being written about a new
technology is a significant indicator.
And we’ve been highly gratified by the
sheer volume of technical and application
stories that have been published regarding our next-generation board-to-board
interface, Stackable Unified Module
Interconnect Technology (SUMIT).
Another indicator is the number of
members and growth of membership in
the organization. During difficult economic times, SFF-SIG has gone from
inception (zero members) to 15 as of
this writing. And while we appreciate the
financial support of our members, it is the
members’ active participation in our committees and working groups that makes
this organization as effective as it is.
A third indicator is the stability of
specifications. A stable specification has
a low frequency of revision while maintaining full upward compatibility with
each revision. SUMIT has been enhanced
twice since its inception in early 2008 –
once to offer a fourth USB port plus the
option of additional x1 PCI Express lanes
when no x4 PCI Express lane is available
and once to implement USB channel shifting. Both of these are upward-compatible
enhancements, meaning that any SUMIT
product built since its inception will work
with any other.

Two other indicators are the number of
products available on the market that
implement the new technology and
whether the momentum behind the technology is rising or falling (for example, an
initial bubble). Products are precious commodities in our business, especially at the
early stages of new technology adoption.
Sure, there’s the cost of the engineering
staff doing designs and layouts, the cost
for prototypes, and the cost for thermal,
shock, and vibration and other regulatory
testing. But even more than that, there’s
the opportunity cost of not doing something else with those precious resources.

ÆDcZhjeea^ZgXdjaY
YZX^YZidWZii]Z
[VgbVcY^cigdYjXZ
&%dg&*dgbdgZegdYjXih
i]Vi^beaZbZciVcZl
iZX]cdad\n#7jijcaZhh
hZkZgVadi]Zgh[daadl
hj^i!i]^hVeegdVX][V^ah
idegdk^YZZfj^ebZci
YZh^\cZghl^i]Vhdaji^dc
i]VibZZihi]Z^gcZZYh
[dgi]Zadc\iZgb#Ç
Our industry is populated by a number
of small- or medium-size companies that
can do two, three, or even four new products in a year. Picking the right product is
a challenge, and getting it wrong can be
a mistake that keeps on hurting for years
to come. So we’re particularly pleased
that as of press time, more than 30 products implementing one or more SFF-SIG
specifications have been introduced to

the market. That represents a huge vote
of confidence by our member companies
who believe in what we are doing.
But for my money, none of the previous
reasons are the best gauge of success or
the prime indicator that we got it right.
That indicator is the number of companies that choose to invest in the new
technology. One supplier could decide
to bet the farm and introduce 10 or 15 or
more products that implement a new technology. But unless several others follow
suit, this approach fails to provide equipment designers with a solution that meets
their needs for the long term. Having
multiple sources provides a solution that
is resistant to the dependency on one
supplier having trouble, which can lead to
a long-term line stoppage.
I’m pleased to report that seven companies
have brought products to market using
the SUMIT interface. Seven industry
leaders have put their money where their
mouth is and invested in the next industrywide standard for stackable architectures: ADLINK Technology, VersaLogic,
VIA Technologies, Diamond Systems,
WinSystems, ACCES I/O Products, and
most recently, Micro/Sys. And I expect at
least 3-4 more by this time next year.
By all these measures, SFF-SIG and the
SUMIT interface are winners. SFF-SIG is
setting a rubric for defining the success of
a new standard.
Small Form Factor SIG
408-480-7900
info@sff-sig.org
www.sff-sig.org
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Super-fast signaling

COMs embrace next-gen interfaces
By Colin McCracken

Just when it seemed safe to design the latest low-power COM Express or Qseven COM, a wave of higher-bandwidth interfaces
looms just around the corner. Upcoming PCI Express, USB, network, disk, and video speeds pose a challenge to today’s COM
pinouts and connectors. For COMs to stand the test of time, they must evolve to address broader market requirements.
Next-gen interface challenges
Unlike SBCs, which bring chipset I/O
to a variety of connectors on the board,
Computers-On-Modules (COMs) with
few exceptions are constrained to route
all bus and I/O signals through their standardized baseboard interface connectors.
Consequently, evolving bus speeds and I/O
interfaces tend to expose electrical limits
and weaknesses of a COM standard’s baseboard interface connector scheme, while
completely new buses or I/O interfaces
are unlikely to be supported within the
baseboard connector’s signal definitions.
As a result, unless their baseboard
connector interfaces are endowed with
a generous helping of signal bandwidth
headroom and reserved pins, COM standards won’t survive long in the market,
given that bus and I/O technologies are
a fast-moving target. These I/O interface innovations abound, with speeds and
densities doubling every year or two as if
governed by Moore’s Law. For example:
PCI Express (PCIe) 2.0 and 3.0
comprise higher-frequency signals –
5 GHz and 8 GHz, respectively –
than the 2.5 GHz PCIe 1.0 standard.
8 / Summer 2010 PC/104 and Small Form Factors

USB 3.0 increases the number
of data lines from two to six (one
differential pair to three). USB 3.0 is
backward-compatible with USB 2.0
when the original differential pair
is connected.
Video has already evolved from
analog VGA to TTL digital LCD,
to LVDS differential pair LCD, and
to SDVO, and will soon move to
DisplayPort. SDVO allows flexible
conversion of digital video to analog
VGA, DVI, TV-out, and other types
of formats.
Now that Parallel ATA (PATA,
aka IDE) has mostly vanished from
chipsets, Serial ATA (SATA) is rapidly
climbing through 150, 300, and
600 Mbps speeds for rotating disk
drives and solid-state disks.
GbE is part of all current COM
definitions, although companies take
differing approaches to incorporating
it. While most COMs include both
the MAC and PHY (usually copper)
layers, an emerging method brings
the digital media-independent
interface off the module to give the
baseboard the choice of a copper
or optical PHY.

In most cases, these upcoming faster
signals exceed the capabilities of the
baseboard interfaces on existing COM
standards. Similarly, the modules’
standardized baseboard interface signal
pinouts do not typically support the incorporation of new I/O interface definitions
that may be desired in the future.
Vive la diff pair différence
To achieve higher data throughput,
high-speed serial interfaces implement
low-voltage differential pair (diff pair)
routing topologies. The traces must
adhere to strict routing rules including
matched (equal) trace lengths, widths,
and spacing within very tight tolerance
and few allowed feedthroughs (vias) for
changing board layers.
These days, module and baseboard
designers need to supplement their digital
design skills with an RF perspective. The
single-ended and differential transmission
line (T-line) impedances (Z0=L/C) are
specified within narrow ranges, imposing
challenging constraints on trace widths
and circuit board stack-up thicknesses.
With limited space on COMs, it can be
challenging to reduce outer (microstrip)

traces or to raise inner layer (strip line)
traces to reach the single-ended 50 ohm
or 60 ohm requirements.
The COM’s baseboard interface connectors impose impedance discontinuities
(changes in Z0) leading to signal
reflections, as well as insertion loss (near
end), return loss (far end), and crosstalk
(near end and far end). Spice models
can simulate T-line performance, while
network analyzers (frequency domain)
and signal analyzers (time domain) can
characterize connectors and create eye
diagrams. To achieve true PCIe 2.0 or
3.0, USB 3.0, SATA 300, or GbE compliance, the rising and falling edges must
remain fast enough to stay outside of
the eye.

status now that Gigabit controllers are
prevalent. Given these migrations, ETX
and its PCIe-enriched XTX spin-off can
be expected to fade from the market in the
next 5-10 years.

and I/O content of Intel’s two Atom
roadmaps; consequently, many Atomoptimized standards such as Qseven,
COMIT, and CoreExpress (Figure 1)

COM Express, designed to handle up
to 188 W of power through its 440-pin
dual-connector interface, is a popular
choice for modules based on high-end
multicore processors such as Intel Core
Duo and Core i7. Since it was defined
six years ago for the Pentium M
processor and 915 chipset platform,
COM Express could not anticipate
the completely different chipset bus

Figure 1 | At 58 mm x 65 mm, CoreExpress
is one of the tiniest x86 COMs.

Each PCIe lane comprises a transmit diff
pair (Tx+ and Tx-) moving away from
the chipset and a receive diff pair (Rx+
and Rx-) coming to the chipset from the
baseboard’s target device. The target
device (a commercial IC or an FPGA, for
example) contains a SERDES PHY.
For PCIe 1.0, many targets can use the
chipset’s transmit diff pair to generate
their own internal timing. Some extra
latency can result from the chipset data
to the data provided back to the COM by
the baseboard target. However, PCIe 2.0
devices typically must have a separate
clock diff pair (CLK+ and CLK-) to
generate the return timing properly. As
diff pair signals cannot be bussed or
shared among multiple target devices,
baseboards with multiple PCIe 2.0 devices
must buffer multiple copies of the clock
when used with COMs like COM Express,
which only provide one clock diff pair.
However, buffering the clock introduces
undesirable jitter. Newer standards like
COM Interconnect Technology (COMIT)
address this shortcoming by providing
multiple clock diff pairs to the baseboard.

  

COM evolution
So the real question is: What’s happening in the COM market to prepare
for next-generation bus and interface
advancements?

"8 <'$#! => <##- 

ETX, the first de facto x86 COM standard,
was launched 10 years ago. While serial
ports, dual IDE channels, and the ISA
bus were included in chipsets at that time,
those interfaces are no longer included in
current chipsets and therefore require additional chips. Similarly, 10/100 Ethernet
controllers are starting to reach end-of-life
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have emerged to fill the void. These new
standards are aimed at reducing the size,
weight, and power of COM and baseboard assemblies.
Qseven uses the lowest-cost connector
scheme – the MXM mobile graphics
module connector first popularized by
NVIDIA. The COM’s gold-plated fingers
plug into the memory-style connector in
a manner reminiscent of the old DIMM
PCs. However, the MXM connector is
limited to PCIe 1.0 and USB 2.0 signal
frequencies (though a faster version is
reportedly in the works).
Two newcomers under the auspices of the
SFF-SIG – COMIT and CoreExpress –
can accommodate the higher speeds and
new signals of several next-generation I/O
interfaces. COMIT, for example, utilizes
a connector system claimed to be capable of diff-pair signaling at up to 9 GHz
bandwidth – enough to allow a future
COMIT revision to support PCIe 2.0
and USB 3.0. CoreExpress, meanwhile,

Super-fast signaling

adds forward-looking modifications like
DisplayPort as an alternate video definition in the SFF-SIG’s approved version.
Additionally, CoreExpress uses the same
220-pin board-to-board connector as
COM Express (one instead of two per
module), which is said to provide reliable
operation up to 6 GHz.
Giving COMs an extra lease on life
New COM standards and updates to
existing standards are released every
year to keep pace with advancing bus and
interface technologies, which continually
increase in speed and diversity. Although
several life-extending updates typically
occur within the lifespan of a COM
standard, baseboard pinouts and connector designs ultimately conspire to limit a
COM standard’s useful life.
For these reasons, new COM standards like the SFF-SIG’s COMIT and
CoreExpress specifications must be
designed with baseboard interface
schemes that provide a healthy measure

of unused signal bandwidth headroom
and reserved pins to lengthen the COM’s
time in market. ³
Full version of this article available
at www.smallformfactors.com/articles/
id/?4690.
Colin McCracken
is VP of marketing
at Diamond Systems
Corporation. He has
more than 20 years
of experience in the
embedded systems
market in various
marketing and engineering capacities,
most recently at ADLINK Technology
and previously at Ampro Computers.
Colin is also a board member of the
SFF-SIG (www.sff-sig.org), which he
cofounded in 2007.
Diamond Systems
cmccracken@diamondsystems.com
www.diamondsystems.com

Spot the Leopard!

Ultra-high performance PC/104-Plus Core 2 Duo
Leopard’s compact profile offers exceptional feature-rich
performance with an Intel® Core™2 Duo processor. This rugged
dual board embedded computer is backed by VersaLogic’s
long-term (5+ year) product availability guarantee and
legendary quality.

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

2.26 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor
Up to 4 GB DDR3 RAM
Mid power, 21W (typical)
PC/104-Plus expansion
Small footprint (4.2” x 3.8”)
Industrial temp. (-40 º to +85ºC) version
Dual gigabit Ethernet
High-performance video and audio

Evaluate the Leopard today! Customization is available even in
low volumes.
With more than 30 years experience delivering extraordinary support and on-time
delivery VersaLogic has perfected the art of service, one customer at a time.
Experience it for yourself; call 800-824-3163 for more information!
800-824-3163 | 541-485-8575 | www.VersaLogic.com / lep
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Recipient of the VDC
Platinum Vendor Award
for five years running!

Long Term Availability

Ruggedness

Quality

Utilize most
current
technology

High
Performance
per Watt

Reliability

Focused on the essentials
Maximum Performance at Minimum Consumption
Efﬁcient energy usage is a signiﬁcant
competitive factor.
Utilizing highest integration levels, latest
technologies, and the most powerful
processors, for more than 25 years
LIPPERT‘s embedded PCs provide the
maximum possible performance while
maintaining minimum power dissipation. Integrated LEMT functions provide
condition monitoring.
LiPPERT - efﬁcient and rugged components for market segments as diverse
as automotive, automation, medical,
military, and aerospace.

Model

Format

CPU, Clock RAM (max)

Miscellaneous

LEMT

CoreExpress-ECO

CoreExpress®

Atom™ 5xx

2 GB,
soldered

2 x PCI Express,
SDVO



Cool XpressRunner-GS45

PCI/104-Express

Core™ 2
Duo

1 GB

LAN, SATA, USB



Cool RoadRunner-945GSE

PC/104-Plus

Atom™
N270

2 GB,
soldered

2 GB SSD,
SATA



Cool RoadRunner-LX800

PC/104-Plus

Geode™
LX800

1 GB

PATA, CF Socket



Cool SpaceRunner-LX800

PC/104-Plus

Geode™
LX800

256 MB,
soldered

2 GB SSD



PC/104

Atom™ 5xx

2 GB,
soldered

LAN, SATA, Micro
SD



PC/104

Vortex-86DX

512 MB

LAN, FPGA, GPS,
Micro SD



PC/104

Geode™
LX800

256 MB,
soldered

Mini PCI, 2 x LAN
CF Socket



EPIC-Expess

Core™ i7

4 GB

LAN, SATA,
Display Port



Thunderbird-GM45

Mini-ITX

Core™ 2
Duo

4 GB

SATA, Intel® AMT,
Adaptive-IO™



Thunderbird-E3100

Mini-ITX

Core™ 2
Duo

8 GB ECC

ASF, SATA, MiniCard,
2 x LAN



New
Cool LiteRunner-ECO

New
Cool LiteRunner-86DX

Cool LiteRunner-LX800

New
Hurricane-QM57

Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

LiPPERT Embedded Computers Inc.
5555 Glenridge Connector, Suite 200, Atlanta, GA 30342
Phone (404) 459 2870 · Fax (404) 459 2871
ussales@lippertembedded.com · www.lippertembedded.com

RTD Embedded Technologies, Inc.
An AS9100 and ISO 9001 Certified Company

dspModules™
r Coprocessors & Accelerators

Specialty I/O
r Pulse Width Modulator
r Incremental Encoder
r Opto-Isolated MOSFET

Frame Grabbers
Intel Pentium M 1.4 GHz
®

Intel Core 2 Duo 1.86 GHz
TM

9

1400

1400

1400

1400 1400 1400

CME137686LX500HR

9

CME136686LX500HR

9

CMX147786CX650HR

9

CML147786CX650HR

CMD158886PX1400HR-BRG

9

CME147786CX650HR

CMX158886PX1400HR-BRG

Expansion
Bus

CPU and BIOS
Peripherals

9
9

r Analog VGA
r TTL and DVI panels

Communication Modules
r
r
r
r
r
r

Express Dual 1G Ethernet
Copper or Fiber Ethernet
USB 2.0 and FireWireTM
CAN Bus & CAN Spider
Dual Synchronous Serial
Octal PCI Serial

Wireless Telematics
r GSM & GSM-R
r EDGE, GPRS, SMS
r GPS & Wi-Fi

9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9

9
9

650

650

650

650

500

500

r DC Motor Controllers
r Synchro, Resolver, LVDT

Motion Controllers

Intel SpeedStep Technology

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

ACPI Power Management

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

Mass Storage

Max Onboard DRAM (MB)

2GB

2GB

512

1GB

512

1GB

1GB

1GB

512

512

512

512

512

512

RTD Enhanced Flash BIOS

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

r 1.8/2.5” IDE & PCMCIA
r CompactFlash

Watchdog Timer

9
9
9
9
9

Solid State Hard Drive Disk Chip

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

8GB

Audio

HD

HD

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Nonvolatile Configuration
USB Legacy (Keyboard & Boot)

Analog Video

SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA SVGA

Digital Video

LVDS LVDS LVDS LVDS LVDS LVDS LVDS LVDS

USB Mouse/Keyboard

9
9

RS-232/422/485 Ports

4

4

SATA

2

2

USB 2.0

6

6

Gigabit Ethernet

1

1

PS2 Mouse/Keyboard/Utility Port

I/O

CMD158886PX1400HR

1200

CMX158886PX1400HR-ECC

1860

AMD
Geode LX

Intel Celeron

CMX158886PX1400HR

CMA & CMX22MVD1200HR

CPU Max Clock Rate (MHz)

Intel Pentium M
CMA157886PX1400HR

CMA & CMX22MVD1860HR

9
9

RTD Quick Boot

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9

4

4

4

2

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

aDIO (Advanced Digital I/O)

14

14

aAIO (12-bit Advanced Analog I/O)

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

14

18

18

18

36

36

18

18

18

18

18

18

9
9

9
9

9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

multiPort (aDIO, ECP, FDC)
DOS, Windows, Linux

LVDS LVDS

9
9

10/100Base-T Ethernet

ROM-DOS Installed

TTL

9
9

Parallel Port

SW
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PCIe/104 Express Bus

9
9

PC/104 ISA Bus
PCI-104 PCI Bus

TM

Video Controllers
Intel
Core 2 Duo

-40 to +85°C

r Single or Multi-channel
r MPEG-2 Compression

AMD Geode LX 500 MHz

®

CME146786CX650HR

®

Bridge Modules
r expressMateTM
r PCIe to PCI
r PCI to ISA

Power Supplies
r
r
r
r
r
r

PC/104 & PC/104-Plus
PCI/104-ExpressTM Family
50/75/83/88/100 Watts
ATX Power Supplies
UPS Backup
MIL-STD-704/461

visit www.rtd.com for complete product listing
ECC Memory available on Pentium M. Core 2 Duo with HD Audio or aAIO options.

Removable IDAN SATA Drive

A Founder of the PC/104 Consortium
AS9100 and ISO 9001 Certified

Retrieve sensitive data using the
PCIe/104 Type 2 SATA interface.
The removable drive drawer
accommodates 2.5" drives.

RTD Embedded Technologies, Inc.
103 Innovation Boulevard r State College, Pennsylvania r 16803 r U.S.A.
Phone: 814-234-8087 r Fax: 814-234-5218 r www.rtd.com r sales@rtd.com

IDAN® and IDANplus

TM

Accelerated conduction
cooling with advanced
heat pipes and fins

www.rtd.com

HighRel PC/104 ISA, PCI & PCIe Modules and Systems
-40 to +85°C

Analog Out
Digital I/O

DM7520HR

DM6812HR

DM6814/16HR

DM6888HR

DM7820HR

PCI

ISA

ISA

ISA

PCI

ISA

ISA

ISA

PCI

ISA

DMA or PCI Bus Master

9
9

9

9

McBSP Serial Ports

9
9

Single-Ended Inputs

16

16

16

Differential Inputs

8

8

8

Max Throughput (KHz)

ISA

ISA

9

9
9

9

32

16

16

16

8

8

1250 1250 500

PCI PCIe PCI
PCI ISA†

9

9

9

100 1250

Resolution (bits)

12

12

12

12

16

12

Input Ranges/Gains

3/7

3/7

3/4

3/4

1/4

3/6

Autonomous Calibration

9

9

Data Marker Inputs

3

3

3

PCIe/104 cpuModule™ featuring Intel® CoreTM 2 Duo
processor, with eight PCIe x1 links, one PCIe x16
link, 8 analog inputs, 2 SATA, LPC, 6 USB 2.0
and Dual Ethernet. Shown here with Analog
dataModule® and ATX Power Supply

3

Analog Outputs

2

2

2

4

2

2

Max Throughput (KHz)

200

200

200

200

100

200

Resolution (bits)

12

12

12

12

16

12

Output Ranges

4

4

3

3

1

D/A FIFO Buffer

8K

8K

Channel-Gain Table

1K

1K

4

Conduction-cooled, Hybrid
RF/Embedded System

8K
1K

1K

1K

1K

Scan/Burst/Multi-Burst

9

9

9

9

9

9

A/D FIFO Buffer

8K

8K

8K

8K

8K

8K

Sample Counter

9
9

9
9

9

9

9

SyncBus

9
9

Total Digital I/O

16

16

16

16

16

16

48

18/9

Bit Programmable I/O

8

8

8

8

8

8

24

6/0

Input FIFO Buffer

8K

8K

8K

8K

8K

8K

64

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

9†

r
r
r
r
r
r

HiDANplus

48

Opto-Isolated Outputs

16

User Timer/Counters

3

3

2

2

2

3

3

Advanced Interrupts

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

3

Versatile Memory Buffer
Incr. Encoders/PWMs
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VHF/UHF receiver
Multi-band synthesizer
FPGA Coprocessor
High-end GPS receiver
Pentium M cpuModule
Isolated Power Supply
TM

Opto-Isolated Inputs

External Trigger

FPGA7800HR

DM6430HR

PCI

DM9820HR

DM6425HR

Active Bus

DM8820HR

DM6420HR

Digital I/O

SDM8540HR

Analog Input

Bus
ANALOG

Advanced
Features

Analog I/O

Passthrough Bus

-40 to +85°C

DIGITAL

TM

SDM7540HR

Smart A/D

Advanced
Features

TI 8000 MIPS dspModule

Wireless Telematics

Data Acquisition

3/9
†

10

10

10

6
†

2

2

2

9

4M

4M

4M

9

9

9

8MB
†

4/8

4/8

4/8

9
9†

User-defined, realizable in FPGA

HiDAN® Systems
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Rugged, watertight enclosure
Integrated tongue & groove O-ring
Environmental sealing & EMI suppression
Structural heat sinks & heat pipes
Milled aluminum frames with opt. heat fins
MIL cylindrical I/O connectors
MIL-SPEC paint & shock-mounts optional

IDAN® — Intelligent Data Acquisition Node

HiDANplusTM Systems

r
r
r
r
r
r

r HiDAN with IDAN modularity
r Stackable signal raceway

Rugged PC/104 stackable framed modules
Quick interchangeability and expansion
Structural heat sinks, cooling fins & heat pipes
Milled aluminum frames
Standard PC connectors
Optional MIL-SPEC paint & shock mounts

HiDANplus

TM

“MIL Value for COTS prices”

TM

“Accessing the Analog World”
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Super-fast signaling

Advancing
PCI/104-Express
By Jim Blazer

The PC/104 Embedded Consortium’s PCI/104-Express and PCIe/104 specifications preserve the integrity of the PC/104
architecture while integrating the latest in high-speed bus technology. A newly proposed addition to PCIe/104 promises
increased signaling functionality and flexibility in stacking PC/104 designs.

D

eveloped by the PC/104 Embedded
Consortium and adopted by
member vote in March 2008, the
PCI/104-Express and PCIe/104 specifications established standards for using
high-speed PCI Express (PCIe) in embedded applications. The PC/104 Consortium
chose PCIe because of its desktop/laptop
market adoption, performance, scalability, and growing silicon availability
worldwide.
PCIe/104 is implemented by a pair of
high-speed surface-mount connectors,
which is a major change from the
through-board stacking connectors used
by PC/104 and PCI-104, opening new
possibilities for host board manufacturers. The connector on top of the host is
not required to be electrically connected
to the connector on the bottom of the host.
That means a design can have a PCIe/104
bus going up and a completely separate
PCIe/104 bus going down, creating a
total of eight PCIe x1 links, two PCIe x16
links, and four USB ports, thus doubling
the number of peripheral boards that can
be supported. Furthermore, because the
specification requires peripheral boards
to be universal, all existing peripheral
boards will work either above or below
the CPU.

This begs the question: Can there be a
different bus on one side? The answer
is yes, but which bus? An additional bus
would be beneficial if:
Many existing peripheral cards
worked on either bus
Peripheral card manufacturers would
only have to build one version of a
card to work on any host
No damage would result from cards
being accidentally stacked and
powered incorrectly
There were simple rules for system
configuration
Type 2 bus proposal
During the Consortium’s development
of the PCI/104-Express specification, a
debate arose regarding which signals to
include on the bus. A x16 PCIe link uses
lots of connector pins that can be used
for things like SATA, USB, and Low Pin
Count (LPC) bus if the application does
not require the bandwidth provided by the
fat pipe. If this is engineered correctly,
functionality can be added without making
the specification overly complicated and
causing confusion in the marketplace.
In the PCIe/104 bus depicted in Figure 1,
Bank 1 contains four PCIe x1 links, two
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USB 2.0 ports, SMBus, and some control
signals. Bank 2 and Bank 3 contain only
the PCIe x16 link. If Bank 1 is completely
maintained, along with the same power,
ground, and control signals, the bus will
not conflict with any existing PCIe x1 or
USB peripheral card. These cards will
stack all of the unused PCIe x16 pins
directly through the board.
If the x16 link is changed, the PCIe x16
cards will be the only peripheral cards
affected, providing lots of pins for a new
bus. Note that Bank 2 has PCIe transmit
signals and Bank 3 has PCIe receive signals. This convention, as well as all power
and ground pins, must be maintained to
ensure that improper stacking does not
cause destructive consequences.
In addition to the four PCIe x1 and two
USB 2.0 ports, the bus should include
signals found on processors and chipsets from any of the major processor
companies. Two SATA ports facilitate
hard drives in the PC/104 stack, while
two USB 3.0 ports cater to the future.
Lane shifting on the SATA and USB 3.0
means peripheral boards will continue to
be universal. SATA and USB 3.0 require
a connector with good signal integrity,
such as the Samtec Q2 series used on

Consortium's PCIe/104 Specification

USB_OC#

PE_RST#

2

1

3

3.3V

3.3V

4

3

3.3V

3.3V

4

5

USB_1p

US B _0p

6

5

USB_1p

USB_0p

6

7

US B _0n

8

GND

G ND

10

9

GND

G ND

10

PEx1_1Tp

PEx1_0Tp

12

11

PEx1_1Tp

PEx1_0Tp

12

PEx1_0Tn

14

13

USB_1n

USB_0n

2

9

PEx1_1Tn

7

PE_RST#

11
13

PEx1_1Tn

PEx1_0Tn

8

14

15

GND

G ND

16

15

GND

G ND

16

17

PEx1_2Tp

PEx1_3Tp

18

17

PEx1_2Tp

PEx1_3Tp

18

19

PEx1_2Tn

PEx1_3Tn

20

19

PEx1_2Tn

PEx1_3Tn

20

PEx1_1Rp
PEx1_1Rn

27

GND

G ND

22

21

G ND

GND

PEx1_0Rp

24

23

PEx1_1Rp

PEx1_0Rn

26

25

PEx1_1Rn

G ND

28

27

GND

+5 Volts

G ND

23
25

+5 Volts

21

22

PEx1_0Rp

24

PEx1_0Rn

26

G ND

28

29

PEx1_2Rp

PEx1_3Rp

30

29

PEx1_2Rp

PEx1_3Rp

30

31

PEx1_2Rn

PEx1_3Rn

32

31

PEx1_2Rn

PEx1_3Rn

32

33

GND

G ND

34

33

GND

G ND

34

35

PEx1_1Clkp

PEx1_0Clkp

36

35

PEx1_1Clkp

PEx1_0Clkp

36

37

PEx1_1Clkn

PEx1_0Clkn

38

37

PEx1_1Clkn

PEx1_0Clkn

38

39

5V _Al w ays

5V_Always

40

39

5V_Always

5V_Always

40

41

PEx1_2Clkp

PEx1_3Clkp

42

41

PEx1_2Clkp

PEx1_3Clkp

42

43

PEx1_2Clkn

PEx1_3Clkn

44

43

PEx1_2Clkn

PEx1_3Clkn

44

P W RG O O D

46

45

45

CPU_DIR

P W RG O O D

46

47

SMB_DAT

PEx_x4_Clkp

48

47

SMB_DAT

PEx_x4_Clkp

48

49

SMB_CLK

CPU_DIR

PEx_x4_Clkn

50

49

SMB_CLK

PEx_x4_Clkn

50

51

SMB_ALERT

P S O N#

52

51

SMB_ALERT

P S O N#

52

53

Reserved / WAKE#

PEG_ENA#(float)

53

Reserved / WAKE#

PEG_ENA#

54

55

GND

G ND

56

55

GND

G ND

56

57

PEx4_1T(0)p

PEx4_0T(0)p

58

57

PEx16_0T(8)p

PEx16_0T(0)p

58

59

PEx4_1T(0)n

PEx4_0T(0)n

60

59

61

G ND

G ND

62

61

PEx16_0T(8)n
G ND

PEx16_0T(0)n
GND

62

63

54

64

60

PEx16_0T(1)p

64

65

68

67

PEx16_0T(9)n
G ND

PEx16_0T(1)n
GND

68

69

PEx4_1T(2)p

PEx4_0T(2)p

70

69

PEx16_0T(10)p

PEx16_0T(2)p

70

71

PEx4_1T(2)n

PEx4_0T(2)n

72

71

GND

GND

74

PEx16_0T(10)n
G ND

PEx16_0T(2)n
GND

72

73
75

PEx4_1T(3)p

77

PEx4_1T(3)n

79

G ND

PEx4_0T(3)p

76

PEx4_0T(3)n

78

G ND

80

81

SATA_T1p

SATA_T0p

82

83

SATA_T1n

SATA_T0n

84

85

G ND

G ND

86

73
75

PEx16_0T(11)p

77

PEx16_0T(11)n
G ND

79

+5 Volts

PEx16_0T(9)p

66

G ND

Toward edge of board

63

PEx4_0T(1)n

G ND

Toward center of board

PEx4_0T(1)p

PEx4_1T(1)n

+5 Volts

PEx4_1T(1)p

65
67

66

74

PEx16_0T(3)p

76

PEx16_0T(3)n
G ND

78
80

81

PEx16_0T(12)p

PEx16_0T(4)p

82

83

PEx16_0T(12)n
G ND

PEx16_0T(4)n
G ND

84

85

86

87

SSTX1p

SSTX0p

88

87

PEx16_0T(13)p

PEx16_0T(5)p

88

89

SSTX1n

S S T X 0n

90

89

GND

G ND

92

91

PEx16_0T(5)n
GND

90

91

PEx16_0T(13)n
G ND

92

93

Reserved

Reserved

94
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PEx16_0T(14)p

PEx16_0T(6)p

94

95

Reserved

Reserved

96

95

PEx16_0T(14)n
G ND

PEx16_0T(6)n
GND

96

97

GND

G ND

98

97

98

99

SATA_DET#1

SATA_DET#0

100

99

PEx16_0T(15)p

PEx16_0T(7)p

100

101

SATA_PWREN#1

SATA_PWREN#0

102

101

PEx16_0T(7)n
GND

102

SDVO_CLK

106

G ND

108

103

GND

G ND

104
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PEx16_0T(15)n
G ND

105

SDVO_DAT (float)

LPC_CLK

106

105

SDVO_DAT (PENA#)

G ND

107

G ND

GND
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PCIe x1
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PCIe x16
USB 2.0

USB 3.0
SATA
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SMB

xxx
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RTD's Type 2
1

144
148

156

Misc.
Pwr/Gnd

Figure 1 | The proposed Type 2 bus adds functionality without overly complicating the PC/104
Consortium’s PCIe/104 bus.

PCIe/104. LPC adds support for legacy
devices, and many applications need
a battery to back up the real-time
clock. This still leaves room for two
PCIe x4 links that are compatible with
PCIe/104.
All peripheral boards that use a PCIe x1
link, PCIe x4 link, or USB 2.0 link on
a PCIe/104 bus will work on a Type 2
bus without any changes to existing
peripherals. This allows peripheral module manufacturers to create one board that

works on either bus and gives users confidence that the board will be interoperable
with other boards.
Because designers can mechanically
and electrically plug into either pinout
configuration, it is important that neither
board will be damaged if this inadvertently happens. The bus is designed with
the same power/ground connections and
similar transmit/receive connections and
will hold the host processor in reset if
incorrectly connected.
PC/104 and Small Form Factors
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Stacking configurations and
usage rules
Host processors can have both connector
pinout configurations on one board for
additional functionality. For example, a
design with PCIe/104 on the bottom and
Type 2 on top will support a stack configuration that includes the power supply,
PCIe x16 video card, CPU, and SATA
hard drive. To create an SBC design where
x16 PCIe is not required but the additional
functionality of SATA, USB 3.0, and LPC
is, a host can use Type 2 on the top and
bottom. This can be a useful configuration

Super-fast signaling

for embedded processors such as Intel’s
Atom. Like PCIe/104, Type 2 provides
mechanical backward compatibility and
bridging to PCI-104, PC/104-Plus, and
PC/104 modules (see Figure 2).
With a simple naming convention such as
Type 1 and Type 2, designers can easily
create and understand usage rules:
Any PCIe x1, PCIe x4, or USB 2.0
peripheral is universal and can plug
into either Type 1 or Type 2. This
covers most peripheral boards.

High Performance Multi-core
Single Board Computers

Figure 2 | A PCI/104-Express stack
in compliance with Type 1 and Type 2
specifications includes: A) Type 2 SATA hard
drive carrier; B) Dual-core cpuModule with
Type 1 stacking down and Type 2 stacking
up; and C) PCI/104-Express x1 PCIe card
that can be used on either Type 1 or Type 2.

All PCIe x16 peripherals must plug
into Type 1.
All SATA, USB 3.0, and LPC
peripherals must plug into Type 2.
Anything plugged into the wrong bus
holds the system in reset and causes
no damage.
Complementary additions
PCI/104-Express and PCIe/104 are solid
specifications that provide a path to the
future while maintaining compatibility
with the past. Any additions to the specifications must be easy to use, integrate
important features without breaking existing boards, and not cause confusion in the
marketplace. Additions must be complementary to, not competitive with, the
existing specifications. RTD’s PCIe/104
Type 2 proposal meets all of these requirements and is now in production. ³

Advantech, a premier partner of the Intel
Embedded Alliance, is committed to deliver high
performance multi-core solutions. Its customizable
COM Modules, SBCs and industrial motherboards
are ideal for any application. Advantech promises
its customers faster time-to-market through
superior service, exclusive API, application
protection and recovery solution technologies.

COM Express
Compact

COM Express
Type II

Mini-ITX

EBX

AIMB-270

PCM-9562

SOM-6763

SOM-5788

Intel®Core™ i7
and i5 mobile
processors with
QM57 chipset

Intel® Atom™
D510 Dual Core
1.66 GHz +
ICH8M

®

™

Intel Atom
D510 1.67GHz
dual core CPU
+ ICH8M

®

™

Intel Core
i7/i5 processor
+ QM57

Full version of this article available at
www.smallformfactors.com/articles/
id/?4679.

Advantech Corporation
38 Tesla, Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618
Toll Free: 800-866-6008
Fax: 949-789-7179
Email: ECGinfo@advantech.com

www.advantech.com
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RTD Embedded Technologies
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Implementing a
small, configurable
COTS avionics
system
By George M. Sponsler

Before starting a project, system engineers must choose one of two design paths: build the system in-house or use off-the-shelf
components and subassemblies. A project requiring the development of a rugged data recorder for avionics applications
demonstrates how a COTS system can provide the necessary MIL-STD-compliant functionality while saving time and costs.

T

he preliminary research, electrical
and mechanical designs, fabrication, and testing associated with
each phase of a development project can
take longer and cost more than expected.
In many cases, particularly with orders that
call for small quantities, the time to delivery does not warrant the amount of effort
that must be expended to do the project inhouse. The alternative is to utilize COTS
subassemblies to meet the requirements.

off-the-shelf products and subsequently
chose a ruggedized PC/104-Plus enclosure (Figure 1) from Excalibur Systems.
The unit measures 7.74" (W) x 6.31" (H)
x 5.695" (D), weighs approximately 9 lbs,
and is based on a modular architecture
that enables design versatility.

When utilizing off-the-shelf components,
designers must consider several factors,
such as the functionality of available
products, system size, and environmental
requirements. In some instances, off-theshelf parts do not meet the requisite design
parameters. These deficiencies must be
assessed and discussed with the customer
to ascertain if they are acceptable and do
not affect overall system performance.

Processor considerations

The unit comprises four modules: the processor, removable memory, I/O section,
and power supply.

The design team decided to implement
a PC/104-Plus processor board from
Advanced Digital Logic because it met
the performance and temperature (-40 °C
to +85 °C) requirements for the system.
Although it is not the fastest processor

Figure 1 | The Dragon COTS enclosure
is rugged, small, and versatile enough to
accommodate new features when additional
functionality is required.

available, the module’s 1.5 GHz dualcore processor was selected because its
low power consumption can be managed
within the enclosure (see Figure 2). Heat
generated by the processor and chipset

Rugged data recorder
design parameters
To illustrate the value of a COTS implementation, consider a recent project
requiring the development of a flightworthy data recorder with a high volume
of avionics interfaces, including four
channels of MIL-STD-1553, 20 channels
of ARINC 429, 40 discrete I/O, and eight
channels of RS-485. Data received from
each of the interfaces had to be saved for
10 hours and be available for analysis in
the laboratory after the mission.
Instead of completing the project inhouse, the design team opted to utilize

Figure 2 | The 1.5 GHz dual-core processor on the PC/104-Plus board offers low power
consumption within the data recorder enclosure.
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are channeled to the enclosure’s fins via
a heat pipe.

MIL-SPEC and industrial apps

tray, allowing removal and replacement
with an alternate SSD if analysis must be
completed in a short timeframe.

Removable storage
The unit includes a 256 GB SATA Solid
State Drive (SSD) to store data accumulated during long avionics missions.
Although the design did not mandate the
inclusion of a removable storage drive,
the design team added the SSD so that
the entire enclosure would not have to be
removed when access to stored memory
was required. The drive is mounted on a

I/O configuration
Next to the memory module is the
I/O module, which houses the
CompactFlash memory card and two
identical multiprotocol I/O cards (see
Figure 3). Each multiprotocol card
accepts two plug-in modules and contains two MIL-STD-1553 channels and
10 ARINC 429 channels.

Figure 3 | Two MIL-STD-1553 channels and
10 ARINC 429 channels are provided in the
multiprotocol I/O card.

The COTS system includes two fourchannel software programmable
RS-232/422/485 modules and two modules containing 20 discrete I/O each to
comply with the design requirements.
The discrete module can be programmed
for input or output. Inputs can be at TTL
levels or avionics levels (0-32 VDC) and
are individually selectable per channel.

Power provisions
The power supply and processor
modules are located at either end of the
unit directly in contact with the enclosure fins, providing the most efficient
heat dissipation possible for the hottest
components. To ensure adequate heat
exchange, the components are interfaced
to the enclosure via a phase-changing
material that transforms from a solid
state to a liquid at +55 °C, increasing
the heat transfer at higher temperatures.
The power supply provides the 50 W of
5 VDC and ±12 VDC required by the
PC/104 bus and includes the option for
3.3 VDC, which was not used since the
processor board already provided this
voltage to the bus. Because this system
is intended for airborne applications, its
power supply had to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-704 for characteristics of aircraft electrical power.
Use COTS to cut time and costs
The decision to develop a product
utilizing quality COTS components
resulted in the ability to implement the
desired system in 25 percent of the time
and with 40 percent of the costs it would
have taken to construct from beginning to
end without relying on third-party products. When considering the cost-saving
potential, a COTS solution presents a very
attractive design option. ³
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Full version of this article available at www.smallformfactors.com/articles/id/?4680.
George M. Sponsler is VP of Excalibur Systems. During
the past few years he has spent most of his time developing new
products such as the Dragon system for the ever-changing avionics
community. In addition to being a system designer, George is also
a project engineer.
Excalibur Systems
805-376-1366
gsponsler@mil-1553.com
www.mil-1553.com
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Rugged embedded
systems boost warehouse efficiency
By Christine Van De Graaf

More and more companies are using Computers-On-Modules to address constant shock and vibration, airborne contaminants,
and temperature extremes in warehouse environments. An industrial warehouse system case study involving an ETX module
highlights the trends and computing challenges facing today’s material-handling operations.

I

ndustrial environments such as manufacturing, warehousing, and shipping
operations are home to a diverse range
of embedded systems that must perform
under demanding physical conditions.
These systems must be easy to use, highly
reliable, and offer long product life even
while operating in harsh environmental
conditions and nonstop work cycles that
can impact every level of performance,
both human and machine.
When evaluating embedded computing
solutions, warehouse operators look for
value and the highest-performing computer that can be applied in their specific
environment. Processor speed and overall computing performance are not the
driving factors in warehouse applications;
instead, performance under stringent
environmental conditions is critical,
with temperature extremes, shock, and
vibration as the primary concerns.
To answer this need, many designers have
begun integrating Computers-On-Modules
COMs) that meet the challenging requirements of warehouse computing. COMs
provide the right blend of performance
and power, simple customization, and tolerance to shock, vibration, and extended
temperature ranges. With passive cooling
and integration through rugged mounting
techniques, COMs represent a practical
and cost-effective solution that offers
broad standards-based availability and
long-term support.
COMs for efficient warehousing
Fixed systems such as conveyor belts
function in contrast to portable equipment

used for manually operated material
handling. In both applications, ruggedized
computers are mounted on vehicles such
as forklifts and carts or mounted to walls
and large machinery. Improving the safety
and efficiency of these systems is critical
to manufacture and ship products faster
than the competition.
To make affordable improvements in
new and existing warehouses, operators
are installing small computers onboard
their forklifts. These computers help
reduce human error, perfect operations
by streamlining item location, make
empty storage space easily visible, and
improve product inventory by calculating
the weight of pallets on the forklift. These
systems take advantage of advancements
in performance versus power consumption, leveraging the computing attributes
of COMs that bring performance, easy
customization, and low-power characteristics to small form factor systems.
Power, performance, productivity
While power consumption might not be
a primary concern, its accompanying
thermal requirements demand design
attention in warehouse applications.
Power means heat, an enemy of warehouse systems that are typically sealed and
can’t incorporate fans or venting holes to
cool the processor. Using the Intel Atom
processor N270, COMs such as the
Kontron ETX-DC (Figure 1) deliver optimal balance between performance and
low power and represent a significant
performance versus power consumption
advantage over previous COMs using
Pentium M processors.
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Figure 1 | Suitable for industrial computing
environments, the Kontron ETX-DC COM is
based on the 45 nm Intel Atom processor
N270, has a 533 MHz front side bus, and
supports up to 2 GB of DDR2-SDRAM
SODIMM.

With 2.5 W Thermal Design Power (TDP)
for the processor, 6 W TDP for the Intel
82945GSE Graphics Memory Controller
Hub, and 1.5 W TDP for the Intel I/O
Controller Hub 7-M, designers can
anticipate a maximum TDP of 12-15 W
implementing the Kontron ETX-DC. The
resulting system is ideal for point-of-sale
and industrial control applications, as well
as harsh environments that require passive
cooling and completely sealed housings.
As a sealed system incorporating commonly requested warehouse computing
features, this solution can also be fixed
mounted. Rugged construction and resistive touch screens handle shock, vibration,
temperature extremes, and airborne
contaminants with up to 1.6 GHz Atom
processing speed and up to 2 GB DRAM.
Systems incorporate multiple standard
I/O options such as SATA and USB 2.0,
along with wireless LAN, WAN, and GPS
options. Operators can take advantage
of available expansion slots and varied

display sizes to accommodate constrained
or unique warehouse spaces.
Smart power features ensure nonstop
intelligent power management, including
options ranging from 10 V to 60 V isolated
internal power supply supported by an
internal smart uninterruptible power supply. Warehouse technicians have options
such as sunlight-readable displays and
programmable backlit function buttons,
allowing them to see the screen as they
travel through warehouse, freight, and
shop floor areas.
Connectivity benefits
These rugged systems use operatorfriendly touch-screen interfaces to
connect the forklift to a Warehouse
Management System (WMS) via a wireless LAN. Depending on the warehouse
implementation, the system might assist
operators in identifying the location to
pick, replenish, or put away the product,
as well as provide the optimal sequence
of these events. Real-time access to this
information ensures maximum efficiency,
supported further by step-by-step routing
instruction displayed on-screen.
The WMS interfaces directly with the
warehouse’s enterprise resource planning

or accounting package, allowing automatic inventory tracking, order processing, and handling of returns. Data
collection such as barcode scanning and
RFID tags can also be integrated with
the WMS.
Forklift computers with WMS solutions
are proving to be highly effective in
decreasing the waste associated with
transportation, human motion, and wait
times. Shorter, more direct routes to products cut travel time and capital costs for
labor, maintenance, and energy.
Lean and mean
Recognizing efficiency as the heart of
productivity, management strategies
such as Six Sigma, lean manufacturing,
and lean distribution have spurred
technology commitments designed to
eliminate waste and redundancy. COMs
fit the bill, showing continued promise
in low-power, ultra-mobile applications
that require energy-saving x86 processor
performance, high-end graphics, and a
range of interface options combined with
longer battery life.
Shorter time to market, reduced development costs, and simplified development
are inherent with interchangeable COMs

technologies. Enabling new applications
that were previously impossible due to
size or power consumption limitations,
COMs have made the industrial design
process easier by increasing compatibility
and upgradability, meeting environmentally demanding performance requirements, and leaving room for designers to
anticipate what’s coming next.
Full version of this article available at
www.smallformfactors.com/articles/
id/?4681.
Christine Van De
Graaf is the product
marketing manager
for Kontron America’s
Embedded Modules
Division. Christine
has more than
10 years of experience
working in the embedded computing
technology industry and holds an
MBA in marketing management from
California State University, East Bay,
Hayward, California.
Kontron America
858-677-0877
christine.vandegraaf@us.kontron.com
www.kontron.com
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Tiny new packaged modules shake up the rugged SFF market
What’s up with the market for rugged SFFs, folks? Seems like
every Mini-ITX, PC/104, COM, SUMIT, and VME vendor has its
sights set on small form factors for rugged, industrial, or military
as discussed in the Spring issue of PC/104 and Small Form Factors
(www.smallformfactors.com/articles/id/?4621). Fast-forward
a mere 30 days, and more pop onto the radar screen, including
proposals from PCI-Systems and Themis Computer and an
in-production module from General Micro Systems (GMS). What’s
unique about these SFFs is that they come from traditional 6U-sized
VME suppliers used to doing long life-cycle business in the defense
industry with big ANSI/VITA-compliant bus and backplane boards.
Each company boasts it has a better solution than the traditional
consortium-backed SFF flavors we always write about. VITA’s
executive director Ray Alderman told me, “It’s the evolution of the
Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) to the box level.” Makes me wonder
about the future of interoperable board-level SFFs.
GMS’s iPhone-sized Atom XP40x is available now. The PWB
is custom-sized, eschewing any industry standard since the O.D.
envelope is what low-cost system buyers are concerned about. It’s
a pretty traditional Atom-based 10 W (max) SBC inside a rugged
shell (3.5" x 2.5" x 0.5") that’s conduction-cooled and guaranteed
over -40 oC to +85 oC. GMS knows how to build shock- and
vibration-tolerant 6U modules, so the 0.3 lb module is likely as
reliable as the company boasts.
PCI-Systems, on the other hand, proposes merging a standard
2.5" HDD envelope with a 3U VPX board and repackaging them into
an 8- or 11-slot slot chassis measuring 4.5" (W) x 4" (H) x 6" (D)

and weighing as little as 3.3 lbs empty. Each 3U-like 10 mm
module (11 mm pitch) uses conduction-cooled wedge locks and
rear 10 Gbps I/O feeding into a VPX (VITA 46) type connector.
Chassis are composed of PSU, SATA, CPU, and peripheral cards.
No fans are allowed, as the whole assembly is conduction-cooled
or finned. Here too, Alderman told me that this kind of box-level
implementation fits the need for “smaller, faster, cheaper …
in critical embedded systems.” Though, unlike the GMS SBC,
modules would be interoperable.
Lastly, Themis Computer is migrating from server-class VME
boards to “tactical and mission payload” applications while relying
on credit-card sized nanoETXexpress 55 mm x 85 mm boards
compliant with PICMG’s COM.0 Type 1 standard as originally
conceived by Kontron. The Themis proposal to VITA bundles a
COM or COM and carrier into sealed 12.5 mm or 19 mm modules
called Nano-ATR. Like the PCI-Systems proposal, an internal
connector (Samtec’s SEARAY vs ERNI) maps “99 percent of
VITA’s VPX signals,” says Themis president and CEO Bill Kehret.
The point? Capitalize on the growing ecosystem of VPX boards
redesigned into tiny, conduction-cooled SFFs that fit within a
10 W/slot budget.
In all three of these cases successful “big iron” board vendors are
entering the rugged SFF market with different implementations
but fully equipped with R&D funding and high-rel methodologies.
So how will PC/104 Consortium and SFF-SIG members respond?
Chris A. Ciufo, Group Editorial Director
cciufo@opensystemsmedia.com
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Rugged COM thrives when the going gets rough
As discussed in this issue’s features on MIL-SPEC
and industrial apps, small form factors must be
hardy enough to handle the rough and tumble
conditions of military equipment, factory floors,
and other volatile environments. MM50, the latest
in MEN Micro’s ESMini COM family, tackles the
ruggedization challenge head-on with 512 MB
of DDR2 SDRAM that can withstand severe shock of 15 g, 11 ms; bump of 10 g, 16 ms;
and vibration of 1 g from 10 Hz to 150 Hz (sinusoidal).
Equipped with a PowerPC MPC5121e or MPC5123 processor, the MM50 offers low power
dissipation (3 W max), 3D graphics capabilities, and up to 128 KB of non-volatile FRAM
and mass storage expansion. An optional version with a conduction-cooling frame provides
full EMC protection.
 ÊVÀÊUÊÜÜÜ°iVÀ°VÊUÊÊ,- Ê{xÎ Ó

EDITOR’S CHOICE

Keeping a tiny eye on harsh environments
Video surveillance devices must be reliable and,
as we all know having seen the nifty spy camera
glasses and pens used in Mission: Impossible-type
movies, inconspicuously small. The Picolo U4 H.264
PCI-104 video capture card from Euresys fulfills these
requirements, as it comes in a compact form factor,
supports -25 °C to +85 °C operating temperature, and
complies with EN61373 and EN50155:2007 Class T3
specifications for vibration, shock, and humidity.
Featuring H.264 onboard compression, the ruggedized card offers four real-time
PAL or NTSC video inputs, four high-quality audio inputs, eight general-purpose
I/O lines, an onboard watchdog, and a pass-through video output with cascade capability.
The Picolo U4 H.264 PCI-104 runs on DirectShow drivers for Windows and Virtual File
System drivers for Linux.
ÕÀiÃÞÃÊUÊÜÜÜ°iÕÀiÃÞÃ°VÊUÊ,- Ê{xÎ Î

Editor’s Choice Products are drawn from OSM’s product database and press releases. Vendors may add their new products and submit press releases at http://submit.opensystemsmedia.com. OSM reserves the right to publish products
based on editors’ discretion alone, and does not guarantee publication of any product entries.
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A new era, a new
New tracks. New courses. New focus.

ESC

Entering into its 21st year in Boston, ESC brings together systems architects, design
engineers, suppliers, analysts, and media from across the globe. With cutting edge
product demonstrations, visionary keynotes, and hundreds of essential training classes,
ESC is the ideal conference for the embedded design community to learn, collaborate,
and recognize excellence.
ESC Boston 2010 Tracks Include:
7 Aerospace and Military
7 Designing with Open Source Software, including Linux and Android
7 Developing for Windows Embedded
7 Graphics, Display and Lighting
7 Industrial, Automation, and Robotics
7 Medical
7 Multicore and Virtualization
7 Multimedia and Signal Processing
7 Networking, Connectivity, and Embedded Internet
7 Programmable Logic
7 Project Management
7 Real Time System Development
7 Safety and Security
7 Software Debugging Techniques
7 Systems Integration and Test
Start your own personal development at ESC 2010. You can’t afford to miss it.
Expo Floor Access is FREE!

Boston, MA
Hynes Convention Center
Conference: September 20-23, 2010
Expo: September 21-22, 2010
Register Today.
www.embedded.com/boston
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